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Abstract
Different from short videos and GIFs, video stories contain
clear plots and lists of principal characters. Without identify-
ing the connection between appearing people and character
names, a model is not able to obtain a genuine understand-
ing of the plots. Video Story Question Answering (VSQA)
offers an effective way to benchmark higher-level compre-
hension abilities of a model. However, current VSQA meth-
ods merely extract generic visual features from a scene. With
such an approach, they remain prone to learning just superfi-
cial correlations. In order to attain a genuine understanding of
who did what to whom, we propose a novel model that contin-
uously refines character-aware relations. This model specifi-
cally considers the characters in a video story, as well as the
relations connecting different characters and objects. Based
on these signals, our framework enables weakly-supervised
face naming through multi-instance co-occurrence match-
ing and supports high-level reasoning utilizing Transformer
structures. We train and test our model on the six diverse TV
shows in the TVQA dataset, which is by far the largest and
only publicly available dataset for VSQA. We validate our
proposed approach over TVQA dataset through extensive ab-
lation study.
1 Introduction
Video stories such as TV shows and movies entertain us and
enrich our life. We can easily understand the plots and be-
come addicted to the acting of protagonists. However, video
story understanding remains a challenging task for artificial
intelligence. In this paper, we argue that characters in two
aspects play an important role for a better comprehension
of video stories. On the one hand, characters lie at the in-
tersection of video and text/subtitle modalities. On the other
hand, they are the pivots of plots, embodying who did what
to whom.
The task of VSQA is a convincing means of measuring
how well a model understands a video. Typically, it is solved
in three steps: 1) extracting key features of multimodal con-
tents; 2) fusing those multimodal features; 3) utilizing the
fused features to predict the correct answer to a question.
For the first step, current state-of-the-art methods (Na et al.
2017; Wang et al. 2018; Kim et al. 2018; Li et al. 2019;
Kim et al. 2019a; 2019b) mainly focus on global visual fea-
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Figure 1: Illustration of how fine-granular features may help in
VSQA. Character names, visual objects, and their relationships are
all necessary factors in answering this question. Character-aware
relationships are detected in video frames, where references to hu-
mans such as “woman” and “man” are replaced with predicted
character names, determined by finding the face bounding box that
overlaps the most with the human bounding box.
tures at the image level. In particular, they consider one or
more frames as input and extract features that provide a
holistic representation of the frames. As a result, a basic un-
derstanding of what occurs in the frames is achieved, but
substantially meaningful details may be missed due to the
coarse granularity of the global features. Such details in-
clude individual objects, their relationships and attributes,
and perhaps more importantly, the identities of people in-
side the video. These aspects are often crucial for answering
semantic questions such as “What does Lily hold in hand
when Ted says Marshall and her are getting married?” (Fig-
ure 1). Here, the flower (object) that Lily (character) is hold-
ing (relationship) are the key factors needed to answer the
question, but generic global features usually have very lim-
ited power to capture them. Such limitations motivate us to
design a framework that focuses on fine-grained visual cues
and provides richer knowledge of the depicted scenes.
Several recent works (Anderson et al. 2018; Lei et al.
2018; Yao et al. 2018) have followed this direction and ex-
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plored various approaches to incorporate grounded visual
features for questions answering tasks. Despite their suc-
cess, the video story setting is quite different in that charac-
ters’ identities, especially those of main actors, tend to mat-
ter much more than in static images, since they keep reap-
pearing. Moreover, video stories involve a much larger num-
ber of interactions between characters, such as “Robin talks
to Ted”, or between characters and objects, such as “Lily
holds flowers”. It is very difficult for a model to achieve a
genuine understanding of a scene without capturing these
character-involved associations. Therefore, we need a bet-
ter framework that has the capability to mine both detailed
visual cues about character identities and their relationships.
To address the above issues, we build a VSQA framework
accounting for character-centric relations and a character-
aware reasoning network (CA-RN) that combines and con-
nects those features with reasoning abilities. Our framework
consists of two main parts. The first part aims at build-
ing a scene representation for understanding relations be-
tween characters and objects so as to infer what is going
on. Through visual relations, we capture two levels of vi-
sual semantics: the entity level and the relation level. At
the entity level, we detect characters, objects, and their at-
tributes via pre-trained object detectors and multi-instance
co-occurrence matching based character identification. At
the relation level, the relations between the entities are rec-
ognized within each frame, where human-referring words
are replaced with predicted character names. For the sec-
ond part, the multi-modal information (including two-level
scene representation and subtitles) are then injected into our
Transformer-based CA-RN network, which serves as the se-
mantic reasoning module.
We train and test our model on the six diverse TV Shows
from a large-scale video story dataset TVQA1. In each video
clip, there are corresponding subtitles and several multiple
choice questions. The goal of our framework is to correctly
predict the right answers to these questions. The key contri-
butions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We propose an end-to-end multi-task framework to min-
ing the face–speaker associations and conduct multi-
modal reasoning at the same time. It enables weakly-
supervised face naming through co-occurrence matching
and supports high-level reasoning through Transformer
structures.
• We propose to utilize character-aware relations as a
stronger representation of visual knowledge of scenes. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to apply
such a strategy to video question answering tasks.
• Experiments on six TV shows confirm that our approach
outperforms several strong baselines while also offering
explicit explanations, especially for those questions that
require a deep understanding of video scenes.
1http://tvqa.cs.unc.edu/. TVQA offers a large number (21.8K)
of video clips from six TV shows – Big Bang Theory (BBT),
Friends, How I Met Your Mother (HIMYM), Grey’s Anatomy
(Grey), House M.D. (House), and Castle.
2 Related Work
Video Story Question Answering. The task of video ques-
tion answering has been explored in many recent studies.
While some of them (Li et al. 2019; Gao et al. 2018a;
Jang et al. 2017) principally focus on factual understand-
ing in short videos, another research direction aims at
understanding videos that contain story-lines and answer-
ing questions about them. Read Write Memory Networks
(RWMN) (Na et al. 2017) rely on Compact Bilinear Pooling
to fuse individual captions with corresponding frames and
store them in memory slots. Multi-layered CNNs are then
employed to represent adjacent slots in time. PAMN (Kim et
al. 2019b) proposes a progressive attention memory to pro-
gressively prune out irrelevant temporal parts in memory and
utilizes dynamic modality fusion to adaptively determine the
contribution of each modality for answering questions. ES-
MTL (Kim et al. 2019a) introduces additional temporal re-
trieval and modality alignment networks to predict the time
when the question was generated and to find associations of
video and subtitles. However, these methods merely extract
visual features from video frames or parts of video frames
with pre-trained CNNs while ignoring the characters inside
video scenes, making their models lack the ability of deep
scene understanding.
Visual Relation Detection. Visual relation detection has re-
cently emerged as a task that goes one step further than ob-
ject detection towards a holistic semantic understanding of
images (Lu et al. 2016; Krishna et al. 2017; Xu et al. 2017;
ope ). The task involves first detecting any visually related
pairs of objects and recognizing the predicate that describes
their relations. Most recent approaches achieve this goal by
learning classifiers that predict relations based on differ-
ent types of features of the object pairs (Xu et al. 2017;
Yu et al. 2017; Zellers et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2019a;
2019b). It has been demonstrated in recent works that
scene graphs can provide rich knowledge of image seman-
tics and help boost high-level tasks such as Image Cap-
tioning and Visual Question Answering (Yao et al. 2018;
Liang et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2018; Gao et al. 2019a; 2018b;
2019b; Geng et al. 2019; Shi et al. 2020). We are interested
in how relations can be exploited not just for images but also
for video understanding with a character-based relation rep-
resentation, which to the best of our knowledge has not been
fully explored yet.
Character Naming. The goal of character naming is to
automatically identify characters in TV shows or movies.
Previous methods tend to train a face assignment model
based on extracted face tracklets. Some approaches rely on
semi-supervised learning for person identification (Tapaswi,
Ba¨uml, and Stiefelhagen 2015; Parkhi et al. 2018; Bauml,
Tapaswi, and Stiefelhagen 2013). Meanwhile, Jin et al.
(2017) propose an unsupervised method to address the task.
In this work, we train the character naming and question an-
swering modules in a multi-task scheme. Our approach does
not require any explicit annotations on faces. We only rely
on weak supervision from the subtitles that contain speak-
ers’ names and exploit the co-occurrence distribution be-
tween appearing faces and names in subtitles.
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Figure 2: Architecture of our CA-RN model. For each frames in a video, characters, objects, and visual relations are detected at first. Human-
referring words in the visual relations are then replaced with predicted character names. The ordinary words and character names are em-
bedded by two different embeddings. Finally, question, answer options, subtitles, and video semantics are fed into a transformer-based
multi-modal reasoning structures to make answer predictions.
3 The Proposed Method
The goal of this work is to make use of the co-occurrence
of faces in videos and names in subtitles to continuously re-
fine the detection of character-aware relationships, and fi-
nally use the latter for improved video story understanding.
As shown in Figure 2, our video story understanding frame-
work can be trained in an end-to-end manner and consists of
two main modules, one of which predicts the detected face
bounding boxes and incorporates character names into the
detected relationships by matching the locations of bound-
ing boxes. As a result, multiple forms of visual semantics
from each frame are extracted and combined together as an
understanding of the scene that the characters are acting in.
The other module is a sequential Transformer-based reason-
ing pipeline, which takes in the input question, answer op-
tions, and different modalities, and outputs the predicted an-
swer with the highest softmax score. In the following, we
describe the methods to extract character-aware visual se-
mantics and conduct multi-modal reasoning.
3.1 Character-Aware Frame Understanding
Face Detection and Feature Extraction. We utilize a state-
of-the-art face detector (Zhang et al. 2017) to localize faces
in each frame and extract their 256-dimensional visual fea-
tures f ∈ R256 using LightCNN (Wu et al. 2018), consider-
ing its effectiveness at general face identification, i.e., iden-
tifying different faces of the same person. This is a desirable
feature, as we need to distinguish the faces of different peo-
ple while neglecting the variance within the various appear-
ances of a given person.
Weakly Supervised Character Identification. In order to
recognize characters without explicit face name annotations,
we first determine the number k of principal characters in
the TV series (details in Section 3.4). Supporting actors are
lumped together as an UNKNAME class here, as they have
a smaller impact on the main plot lines. Assume there are n
detected faces in a video clip with featuresF = {f1, ..., fn}.
We first utilize a naming module consisting of several fully
connected feed-forward layers and softmax to get a confi-
dence distribution over all names in the character list:
pi = softmax(W2ReLU(W1fi + b1) + b2)) (1)
where W1, W2, b1, b2 are the weights and biases of fully-
connected layers, and pi is the confidence distribution over
all names in the character list. By doing so for all detected
faces, we can construct a sequence of predicted character
name distributions: P = {p1, p2, ..., pn}. As shown in Fig-
ure 3, the speaker names in the subtitle maintain a multi-
instance co-occurrence with the character faces in the video.
Inspired by this, we duplicate the current speaker name to
be of the same number as the detected faces in each frame to
serve as weak supervision. Note that if the speaker in the
subtitle is UNKNAME, the frame will not have a broad-
cast operation. The ground character name distribution can
be represented by G = {gLoc(1), gLoc(2), ..., gLoc(n)}, where
the localization function Loc() maps the face bounding box
ID to the frame ID, and gl denotes the one-hot ground
name distribution of frame l. Afterwards, the multi-instance
co-occurrence matching can be conducted by a regularized
Kullback-Leibler divergence between predicted and ground
character name distributions:
DRKL(P ‖ G) =
L∑
l
min
j∈Fl
P(j) ln P(j)G(j) (2)
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Figure 3: An illustration of our weakly-supervised character identification pipeline. The face bounding boxes of all characters are first detected.
The extracted face features are then predicted by fully-connected feed-forward layer and Softmax. After broadcasting the character names in
subtitle to be a distribution sequence that has the same length of predicted name distribution sequence, a weight KL divergence loss is utilized
to conduct multi-instance co-occurrence matching.
where Fl is the set of faces in frame l. This loss is similar
in spirit to Multiple Instance Learning. With this, the model
learns to assign the speaker name to the corresponding face,
which will minimize the loss.
Regular Visual Object Contexts. We use regular objects
and attributes as another form of visual semantics for each
frame, similar to Lei et al. (2018). Specifically, we apply
Faster-RCNN (Ren et al. 2015) trained on Visual Genome
(Krishna et al. 2017) to detect all objects and their attributes.
Object bounding boxes are discarded, as we are targeting
pertinent semantic information from the frame.
Incorporating Characters into Visual Semantics. Once
we have localized and recognized character faces and names,
as well as regular objects, we append each character name
detected in a given frame to each of the objects detected in
the same frame to augment its visual semantics. We found
that this simple strategy works very well as shown in Sec-
tion 4.5, due to the fact that character names are anchors that
allow for localizing and disentangling semantic information.
For example, visual objects without names attached, such as
“food, wine glass”, are fairly generic, while “food+Leonard”
and “wine glass+Penny” better allow for distinguishing ob-
jects from different frames and associating them with rele-
vant people, and hence provide a clearer picture of what is
included in the scene.
3.2 Character-Aware Relation Detection
This component is designed to extract all relationships that
involve the main characters in the scene. We decompose this
task into two steps: 1) detecting relationships to build scene
graphs; 2) replacing detections of humans in relationships
with specific characters.
General Relation Detection. The relation detection module
aims at detecting all related objects and recognizing their re-
lationships in a video. We use the approach by Zhang et al.
(2019a) to detect relationships in each frame. Specifically,
we train the model on the VG200 dataset, which contains
150 objects and 50 predicates, and apply this model on all
frames of a given video. The result is a set of 〈S, P,O〉
triples per frame, where S, P , O represent the subject, pred-
icate, object, respectively. We only keep the 〈S, P,O〉 triples
and discard subject/object boxes since 1) their spatial loca-
tions carry little signal about the scene semantics; 2) there
are already many spatial relationships among the VG200
predicates, such as “above” and “under”. Once the model
manages to predict these relations, we immediately know
the relative spatial relations between subjects and objects,
which we found is sufficient to describe the scenes. We con-
catenate all the triples in the current frame into a sequence
of Nr × 3 (where Nr is the number of 〈S, P,O〉 triples) and
feed it to the following modules.
Character Name Replacement. Given all the faces and re-
lations in a scene, we focus on those relations with human-
referring words as subjects or objects, such as “woman” or
“man”. For each of these human bounding boxes, we ob-
tain the face box that overlaps the most with it to determine
the human’s face. Once this matching is done for all human
boxes in the frame, we replace the human-referring words
in those relationships with the previously identified charac-
ter names. This makes the relationships more concrete, as
we know exactly who is involved in each relationship. Fig-
ure 1 shows examples of detected relationships from frames
of HIMYM, where human-referring words are replaced with
the specific character names. We show in Section 4.5 that
by applying this name replacement to all relationships, the
model is able to capture details that are strongly associated
with the question and thus engender more accurate answers.
3.3 Character-Aware Reasoning Network
As shown in Figure 2, CA-RN model works in an end-to-end
manner and updating based on a multi-task loss function. It
takes in question, answer options, subtitles, face bounding
boxes, and visual semantics, and then outputs the probabili-
ties of each answer option. Motivated by the Intra-Inter At-
tention (Gao et al. 2019a; 2019b) flow mechanism, we pro-
pose a transformer-based multi-modality fusion apparoch
for Character-Aware Reasoning Network.
Encoder. We first embed the input question, answer op-
tions, and all modalities (subtitles and visual semantics) I =
{q, a0−4, s, vo,r} using word and name embeddings. We de-
note the set of these embeddings as: E = {eq, ea, es, ev}.
They are then fed into a two-layer Transformer encoder con-
sisting of self-attention with four heads to capture long-
range dependencies and a bottle-neck feed-forward net-
works to obtain encoded hidden representations:
hj = FFN(Attention(ej)), (3)
where j ∈ {q, a, s, v}, FFN is a feed-forward module con-
sisting of two FC layers with ReLU in between, and the At-
tention function here is defined as (Vaswani et al. 2017):
Attention(Q,K) = softmax(
QKT√
dh
)K. (4)
Here
√
dh is a scaling factor used to maintain scalars in the
order of magnitude and dh is each head’s hidden dimension-
ality.
Multi-Modal Decoder. Once all inputs are encoded by the
encoder, we utilize sequential co-attention decoders to fuse
their information and generate an updated representation of
the question and answer options. For simplicity, we take vi-
sual relations hr and subtitles hs as two input modalities.
The following framework can easily be extended to more
input modalities. As shown in Figure 2, the visual relations,
question, and answer options are first fed into the a two-layer
four-heads co-attention decoder to acquire context-aware-
QA representations. Then, subtitles and updated QA rep-
resentations serve as the input for another co-attention de-
coder with the same structure. The co-attention decoder can
be represented as:
hc→i = FFN(Attention(hi, hc)), (5)
where hc→i is the context-aware-QA representation, and hc,
hi represent contextual and input QA hidden representa-
tions, respectively. Afterwards, context-aware QA represen-
tations for different question–answer pairs are then concate-
nated and processed by a self-attention decoder to get the
final representation for softmax calculation:
M = Concati∈{(q,a0),...,(q,a4)}hc→i
pa = softmax(FFN(Attention(M)))
(6)
Finally, we are able to predict the answer y with the highest
confidence score y = argmaxa∈{a0,...,a4} pa.
Multi-Task Loss Function. The feed-forward network in
the naming module and the multi-modal reasoning module
are jointly trained in an end-to-end manner through the fol-
lowing multi-task loss function:
Lmulti−task = Lcross−entropy + λLmi−co
= −
5∑
c=1
gc log(pc) + λDRKL(P ‖ G),
(7)
which combines Lcross−entropy for question answering and
Lmi−co for multi-instance co-occurrence matching, linked
together by a hyperparameter λ.
3.4 Implementation Details
Principal Character List. We focus on naming the faces of
principal characters, since they are highly correlated to the
story-line of TV shows. The number k for the character list
for each TV show is determined in the following three steps:
1) count the occurrences of all speakers in the subtitles; 2)
select all names appearing more than 500 times as principal
character candidates; 3) filter out names that make up less
than 1/10 of the speakers with the highest occurrence. 4) An
additional UNKNAME class is assigned to all other charac-
ter names not in the principal list. Note that we do not rely
on external information of who the principal characters are.
Text and Name Embeddings. After parsing the scene into
character-aware relations, we have four types of features to
transform into text embeddings: the subtitles, visual seman-
tics, questions, and the candidate answers. Note that once
the visual semantics are extracted, we do not need any vi-
sual features from the frames. Since the character names
are different from their literal meanings (e.g., the charac-
ter Lily is different from the regular word lily), we utilize
two separate embeddings. For ordinary words, we rely on
300-dimensional GloVe word vectors (Pennington, Socher,
and Manning 2014) to embed the words after tokenization.
For character names, we train and update their name embed-
dings from scratch. In the case of out of vocabulary words,
we use averaged character vectors of the words.
Model Training. Our model is trained with Adam stochastic
optimization on Tesla V100 GPUs. The λ in the multi-task
loss function is simply set to 1. In the training process, we set
the batch size as 64. The learning rate and optimizer settings
are borrowed from (Lei et al. 2018).
4 Experiments
4.1 Dataset
The recently released TVQA dataset (Lei et al. 2018) is
a large-scale video question answering dataset based on 6
popular TV shows: 3 situation comedies (The Big Bang The-
ory, Friends, How I Met Your Mother), 2 medical come-
dies (Grey’s Anatomy, House M.D.), and 1 crime com-
edy (Castle). It consists of 152.5K QA pairs (84.8K what,
17.7K who, 17.8K where, 15.8K why, 13.6K how ques-
tions) from 21.8K video clips, spanning over 460 hours of
video. Each video clip is associated with 7 questions and a
dialogue text (consisting of character names and subtitles).
The questions in the TVQA dataset are designed to be com-
positional in the format “[What/How/Where/Why/...]
[when/before/after] ” and require both visual and lan-
guage comprehension.
w/ ts Test-Public Val
Show BBT Friends HIMYM Grey House Castle All All
NNS-SkipThought (Lei et al. 2018) - - - - - - 38.29 38.41
NNS-TFIDF (Lei et al. 2018) - - - - - - 50.79 51.62
Multi-Stream V only (Lei et al. 2018) - - - - - - 43.69 -
Multi-Stream (Lei et al. 2018) 70.19 65.62 64.81 68.21 69.70 69.79 68.48 68.85
T-Conv (Yu et al. 2018) 71.36 66.52 68.58 69.22 67.77 68.65 68.58 68.47
CA-RN (Ours) 71.89 68.02 67.99 72.03 71.83 71.27 70.59 70.37
Human - - - - - - 91.95 93.44
Table 1: Results on the TVQA test setor models that use time-stamp annotation (‘w/ ts’). We compare to other baselines on the six TVQA
sub-datasets individually. “V only” means using only global CNN features without subtitles.
w/o ts Test-Public Val
Show BBT Friends HIMYM Grey House Castle All All
NNS-SkipThought (Lei et al. 2018) - - - - - - 26.93 27.50
NNS-TFIDF (Lei et al. 2018) - - - - - - 49.59 50.33
Multi-Stream V only (Lei et al. 2018) - - - - - - 42.67 -
Multi-Stream (Lei et al. 2018) 70.25 65.78 64.02 67.20 66.84 63.96 66.46 65.85
T-Conv (Yu et al. 2018) 67.38 63.97 62.17 65.19 65.38 67.88 65.87 65.85
PAMN (Kim et al. 2019b) 67.65 63.59 62.17 67.61 64.19 63.14 64.61 64.62
ES-MTL (Kim et al. 2019a) 69.60 65.94 64.55 68.21 66.51 66.68 67.05 66.22
CA-RN (Ours) 71.43 65.78 67.20 70.62 69.10 69.14 68.77 68.90
Human - - - - - - 89.41 89.61
Table 2: Results on the TVQA test set for models that do not use time-stamp annotations (‘w/o ts’). We compare to other baselines on the six
TVQA sub-datasets individually. “V only” means using only global CNN features without subtitles.
4.2 Baselines
We consider several baselines for performance comparison.
Nearest Neighbor Search. These baselines (NNS-TFIDF
and NNS-SkipThought) are taken from the original TVQA
paper (Lei et al. 2018). They compute the cosine similarity
between the resulting vectors to predict the answer.
Multi-Stream. (Lei et al. 2018) combines information from
different modalities with LSTMs and cross-attention. The
results stem from the official TVQA leaderboard.
Temporal Convolution. It has recently been shown that
temporal convolutions (T-Conv) (Na et al. 2017; Yu et al.
2018) can be a strong alternative to traditional RNN layers
for question answering. We follow the structure from (Yu
et al. 2018) and build the T-Conv baseline by replacing the
LSTM layers in Lei et al. (2018) with temporal convolutions
while keeping other modules unchanged.
PAMN. Kim et al. (2019b) utilize progressive attention
memory to update the belief for each answer. This is also
from the official TVQA leaderboard.
ES-MTL. Kim et al. (2019a) explores two forms of ex-
tra supervision for temporal localization and modality align-
ment. This is the strongest baseline from the official TVQA
leaderboard without any additional object-level annotations.
Human Performance. We also give the human results as re-
ported along with the dataset (Lei et al. 2018) as a reference
to gauge how big the gap is to human intelligence.
4.3 Experimental Setup
We use the top-1 accuracy as the only metric, following the
official guidelines. There are two types of settings we can
adopt from the official evaluation rules (Lei et al. 2018):
with time stamps (w/ ts) and without time stamps (w/o ts),
Val Acc.
Method w/ ts w/o ts
Sub 66.23 66.14
Sub + Objs 68.85 67.35
Sub + Rels 67.55 67.16
Sub + Objs nm 69.45 68.13
Sub + Rels nm 68.25 67.85
Sub + Objs + Rels 69.54 68.44
Sub + Objs + Rels nm 69.76 68.64
Sub + Objs nm + Rels 70.20 68.68
Sub + Objs nm + Rels nm 70.37 68.90
Table 3: Ablation study both with and without the time stamps.
“Sub”, “Objs”, “Rels” and “nm” represent subtitles, objects, rela-
tionships and names, respectively.
where time stamps refer to ground-truth annotations on the
intervals of the video segments that relate the most to the
given questions. The former setting assumes we have the
time stamps in both training and testing, while in the lat-
ter case such information is not provided. We consider both
settings in our comparison with related work.
4.4 Comparison to State-of-the-art Approaches
As presented in Tables 1 and 2, our approach outperforms
the best previous method by 1.90/2.01% (absolute) on the
val/test set with time stamps, and by 2.68/1.72% (absolute)
on the val/test set without time stamps. Considering that
there are 15,253 and 7,623 validation and test questions,
respectively, the largest gains are 15, 253 × 2.68% = 409
and 7, 623 × 2.01% = 153 questions on the two sets, re-
spectively. This establishes the strength of our multi-task
Objects:
man, woman, man,
Guitar, chair
Characters:
Raj
Relationships:
<man, play, guitar>
Character-centric 
Relationships:
<Raj, play, guitar>
Q: What instrument is Raj playing when Raj and Howard have their show?
A0: Raj is playing flute
A1: Raj is playing guitar
A2: Raj is playing drums
A3: Raj is playing trumpet
A4: Raj is playing keyboard
man
guitar
chair
woman
man
Raj woman
woman
bottle bottle
man
Robin Ted
Objects:
woman, woman, man,
bottle, bottle
Characters:
Robin, Ted
Relationships:
<woman, hold, bottle>
<man, hold, bottle>
Character-centric 
Relationships:
<Robin, hold, bottle>
<Ted, hold, bottle>
Q: What is Robin holding in her hand when she is talking to Ted about Zoey?
A0: A martini glass
A1: Nachos
A2: Her purse
A3: Marshall's book
A4: A beer bottle
Objects:
man, woman, bag
Characters:
Beckett, Castle
Relationships:
<woman, hold, bag>
Character-centric 
Relationships:
<Beckett, hold, bag>
Q: What is Beckett holding when she walks into Vong 's prison cell ?
A0: A tape recorder
A1: A gun
A2: Plastic bags
A3: Handcuffs
A4: Nothing
woman
bag
man
Beckett
Castle
Objects:
woman, woman, lamp,
Couch, glass
Characters:
Rachel
Relationships:
<woman, hold, glass>
<woman, sitting on, couch>
Character-centric 
Relationships:
<Rachel, hold, glass>
<Rachel, sitting on, couch>
Q: Where sat Rachel when holding a cup ?
A0: Rachel sat on the floor
A1: Rachel sat on a couch
A2: Rachel sat near the oven
A3: Rachel sat close to the door
A4: Rachel sat near the counter
woman
woman
couch
lamp
glass
Rachel
Figure 4: Examples of correctly answered questions that benefit from the proposed strategy. Orange and blue boxes are subjects and objects,
while white boxes are objects with no detected relationships. Boxes with names are our detected characters, which substitute for the human-
referring words in the relationships to obtain a character-aware understanding.
character-aware reasoning network. We believe the reasons
behind the performance boost are the following three: 1)
the Transformer structure enables capturing longer depen-
dencies within and between different modalities compared
with traditional RNN structures, especially when there is a
long subtitle. 2) The multi-task framework allows refining
the multi-modal reasoning model and mining the correla-
tion between faces and names at the same time, making the
two tasks contribute to each other. 3) The character-aware
relations offer more detailed information than global CNN
features and enable a deeper scene understanding.
4.5 Ablation Study
For further analysis, we conduct an ablation analysis on our
proposed model both with and without time stamps in Ta-
ble 3. There are three forms of visual semantics that we in-
crementally combine together: objects (Objs), relationships
(Rels), and character names (nm). We observe that using
subtitles only gives a reasonably good result of 66.23% but
is still significantly worse than approaches with visual se-
mantics. When objects are added (“Sub+Objs”), the accu-
racy is boosted by 2.62% (absolute), while additional gains
(0.6% absolute) occur with names added (“Sub+Objs nm”).
A further improvement (0.92%) is attained when character-
centric relationships (“Sub+Objs nm+Rels nm”) are inte-
grated, which demonstrates our claim that character naming
is a beneficial factor for better video story understanding.
We also provide results for further settings where we remove
one or two forms of visual semantics, as in “Sub+Rels” and
“Sub+Rels nm”. These results are slightly worse than the
counterparts using “Objs” instead of “Rels”, for which we
find two main causes: 1) Objects are usually more diverse
than relations, since typically only a small subset of objects
are related. 2) Object detectors are generally more accurate
than relationship detectors, which makes the “Objs” seman-
tics more reliable than “Rels”.
4.6 Qualitative Results
In Figure 4, we present 4 examples of our model’s results
based on all forms of visual semantics. In the top right case,
the question demands a deep understanding of the scene
where Robin is sitting beside Ted and holding a beer bottle.
The character-aware relations are particularly helpful when
the question includes multiple relations, as in the bottom
right example, where Rachel is sitting on a couch and hold-
ing a glass at the same time, requiring models to learn this
combination of relations in order to answer the question.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose character-aware scene under-
standing for improved VSQA. Our character-aware reason-
ing network is trained in a end-to-end multi-task style to
acquire weakly supervised character identification as well
as video story understanding. For the experiments on the
six TV shows, our full Subtitle + Objects + Relations +
Names model achieves the best accuracy against all base-
lines, which confirms the effectiveness of our multi-task
framework and character-aware reasoning model.
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